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Abstract—Data analysts often tediously create visualization
sequences to derive insights about what they see. While recent AIdriven approaches generate sequences to optimize visualization
appeal and individual user preferences, extended cognitive fit
theory suggests that expertise and insight type will affect the
visualizations that analysts prefer. To investigate the role of
expertise on insight generation from visualization sequences, we
asked data scientists and accountants to report their insights
as they investigated two business datasets. We found that both
groups frequently followed the visualization sequences in order.
However, expertise played a role in predicting the types of
visualizations that each group chose to visit when they had
finished the sequence but had time remaining. We also found
significant interaction effects of visualization type, insight type,
and expertise when assessing the numbers of insights generated
per participant. Based on these results, we recommend that AIdriven data visualization tools should incorporate expertise as a
feature for predicting new visualizations to produce.
Index Terms—visualization sequences, expertise, cognitive fit,
insight generation, data analysis

I. I NTRODUCTION
Visualization is an important aspect of data analysis that
helps analysts quickly identify patterns and find errors and
outliers in data [1]–[3]. However, the analyst must first
overcome the challenge of determining what information is
interesting and how to visualize the relevant data in order to
be able to generate the best insights (analyses or discoveries
of information) about their data in an efficient manner [4]. The
cognitive fit theory [5] suggests that different visualizations are
useful for identifying different insights. For example, tables
are critical for finding symbolic insights, such as missing data
or negative values, while graphs are more helpful for finding
spatial insights, such as data trends [4]. Cognitive fit theory
has been extended to demonstrate that expertise also affects
the types of visualizations that different people find most
helpful for analyzing data. Expertise in a particular domain
(e.g., biology versus statistics) and in terms of the number
of years studying that domain have both been examined for
their impact on the interpretation of visualizations [5]. This is
because expertise or domain knowledge can critically influence
mental representations, and the extent of the fit between mental
representations versus visual representations of the task can
alter task performance.

Recently, there has been interest in automatic generation
of visualizations [6]–[8] because it could be more efficient
to present an analyst with candidate visualizations than for
the analyst to develop those visualizations on their own. For
example, computers can test more types of visualizations and
more combinations of data than humans. Taking automated
visualization generation a step further includes developing
sequences or stories or dashboards of charts. Analysts rarely
explore only a single visualization. These series can be created
to drill down on a particularly interesting aspect of the data or
to compare similar data features across several topics [8], [9].
Visualization generation research has used machine learning
techniques, such as active learning, to learn visualizations that
are “interesting” to the analyst in the hopes of improving a
visualization sequence over time. However, it has not focused
on personalizing the visualization sequences based on domain
expertise, despite strong evidence that it does impact analysts’
interests and interpretation of data.
In this work, we conducted a study to understand how domain expertise can drive visualization sequence selection and
insight generation. We asked data scientists and accountants
to make insights about two different datasets, each presented
as a sequence of 10 visualizations that were numbered but
could be selected for viewing in any order. For each set of
visualizations, participants spent 30 minutes logging patterns,
outliers, and other insights that they observed along the way.
We compared the sequences of visualizations that participants
visited, the visualization types that they visited and in what
order, and the number and types of insights that they created.
We found that data scientists and accountants both visited
visualizations in numbered order to begin. However, when
they reached decision points (e.g., the end of the sequence),
our results mirrored the extended cognitive fit theory prediction that different domain experts gravitate towards different
visualizations. Specifically, our data scientists revisited 2D
visualizations more frequently than accountants, who preferred
tabular views. We also compared the number of insights
generated based on insight type (e.g., finding outliers, patterns,
time trends, business common sense, etc.), visualization type
(table, 1D plot, 2D plot, line plot), and expertise. Both groups
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generated similar numbers of insights in total but focused those
insights on different plots and insight types.
Based on these findings, we conclude that visualization
sequences significantly impact how data analysts view data.
Domain expertise was not found to be a main effect but significantly interacted with other variables to produce differences
in sequence visit order and number of insights generated.
We recommend that creators of dashboards and automated
visualization tools should incorporate expertise into design
considerations when determining which visualizations people
may want to view and the types of data analysis tasks with
which they are most comfortable.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Interactive data visualization technologies, such as Tableau
and Microsoft Power BI, enable users to display different
representations and arrangements of data, show how related
data items are connected, select data items of interest, show
or hide details of a dataset, filter data based on specified
conditions, and explore data in open-ended manners [3]. Users
of these tools identify trends, relationships, and anomalies in
datasets [1]–[3]. Consequently, visualization tools are quickly
becoming an essential part of exploratory data analysis and
validation critical for machine learning and AI work [10]–
[12] as well as business operations [13]–[16]. One of the
most valuable benefits of visualization is for the user to derive
insights for making decisions. Insights require analysts to
understand their data beyond simply perceiving values on
a graph or table or answering factual questions. North and
colleagues [17]–[19] demonstrate that data visualization tools
are effective in eliciting user insights and hypotheses in an
unguided environment. In this work, we are interested in how
people use visualizations to make insights about their data.
1) Visualization Sequences: Visualization generation tools
also allow users to explore the same dataset using different
graphics sequentially [9]. Nowadays, a single visualization is
rarely the end-product of many data analysis tasks. Modern
programs for interactive data visualization allow users to
explore multiple visualizations of the same dataset simultaneously and to create dashboards for others to make insights
as well.
Recent work in visualization sequences focuses on automating and predicting both the analyst’s desired visualizations
and the order for viewing those visualizations. Some tools
present visualizations in a sequence by optimizing statistical
properties of the dataset [6]–[8]. For example, GraphScape [7]
sequences visualizations based on the transition costs of editing operations between chart specifications and a global cost
function that rewards consistent chart specifications. VizPilot
[8] creates a sequence of visualizations by prioritizing charts
that are distinct from each other. These approaches use a
sequencing method based on an algorithm that maximizes
some assumed utility function, and does not incorporate user
feedback. More recently, Cao et al. [9] designed a system
that allowed the user to label visualizations with personal
preferences; then, the system would generate a sequence of

visualizations by predicting user preferences based on those
labels. User interactions with these visualization systems can
be captured using reVISit, a platform that logs navigation
behaviors for usability studies [20]. While these approaches
are innovative in their own right, they shed little light on how
expertise may influence effectiveness of visualization types of
sequences. In this work, we are interested in how people with
different domains of expertise explore visualization sequences
to generate insights.
2) Matching Visualization Type to Insight Tasks: In parallel
to the work on advancing algorithms for generating visualizations and visualization sequences, there has also been
work in understanding what kinds of visualizations would
help people be most efficient at particular data insight tasks.
Cognitive fit theory [5] is a subset of cognitive cost-benefit
theory that specifies the trade-off between cognitive effort
versus accuracy when making decisions [21], [22]. The theory
was first introduced to explain performance differences in
the use of different visualizations (e.g., graphs versus tables).
Cognitive fit occurs when problem representation (graph vs.
tables) matches the problem task [5]. For example, a spatial
task is one in which the user must find a trend in data, while
a symbolic task is one in which the user must find a relevant
number. Finding an outlier in data may be easier to do spatially
rather than looking through a large table of values. Conversely,
finding missing values may be easier to do within a table. In
this work, we will assess our data visualization for business
applications within the context of cognitive fit to understand
how visualization use is impacted by the different types of
insights that people want to make during data exploration and
the order in which the visualizations are presented.
It has long been recognized that properties of mental structures can greatly affect the benefits of graphical representations
[23], [24]. As such, the cognitive fit theory has been extended
to consider mental representation, task problem representation, and the task itself [25]. Individual characteristics are
widely believed to affect mental representation, and domain
knowledge or expertise is one key characteristic. Expertise
affects the user’s cognition, including their ability to chunk
data and their working memory [26], which in turn affects
how users process visualizations [27]. Expertise may train
users to search for more information in particular formats;
consequently, such users may have the tendency to prefer those
formats rather than the formats that cognitive fit theory might
otherwise infer [25], [28]. Therefore, expertise has become
an important user characteristic to consider in the design of
adaptive visualizations [29]. Here, we consider the expertise
of having a particular educational background: accounting or
data science. Both of these backgrounds require significant
quantitative data analysis skills, and people from both areas are
increasingly being hired to perform data analysis on a variety
of business datasets. While accountants work in Microsoft
Excel and other tabular formats for much of their training, data
scientists are frequently trained in a larger variety of media,
including tables and many plotting tools.

3) Visualization and Insight Study Design: Classic studies
of cognitive fit theory and visualizations typically were created
with benchmark tasks where the insight types and insights
themselves were pre-determined by the experimenter [e.g.,
[20]]. Such classic studies often reported better performance
in terms of accuracy or reaction time when the problem
was presented in a visual format that fit the specific task.
For example, when the task is spatial and requires finding
a trend, performance is better when the participant uses a
graph rather than a table [30]. Studies of data scientists and
how they analyze data and make insights have also been
largely focused on using visualizations for particular tasks
(e.g., [12], [31]–[34]). For example, Gestalt displayed multiple
visualizations to help analysts relate their data, features, and
results, and he demonstrated that these interactive tools helped
them find significantly more errors than non-visual tools [31].
A study of dashboard visualizations to help data scientists
understand their data distributions demonstrated that different
visualizations were useful for finding both spatial insights and
errors [12].
These benchmark tasks, also commonly used in user studies
of visualizations [20], [25], allow straightforward quantitative
analyses, but they additionally prescribe results and threaten
ecological validity because realistic data validation scenarios
are more open-ended exploration and rarely presented as
predetermined tasks [8]. They are also frequently tested on
a single visualization rather than sequences of visuals. In
contrast, our study asked participants to work towards an
open-ended goal to derive meaningful insights from their data
exploration. By tracking their decision-making process, we
aim to understand the potential differences in their choices
about what insights they made and what visualizations they
used.
III. S TUDY D ESIGN
In order to understand the impact of expertise on the
analysis of visualization sequences, we designed a study
in which participants were asked to validate two datasets,
each presented as a sequence of ten visualizations. We were
interested in business data analysis tasks due to the breadth
of expertise needed to identify patterns and outliers in these
datasets. Participants in our study had either data science or
accounting expertise. Both groups are trained in quantitative
data analysis. However, accountants have more training on
the rules needed to understand particular business data, while
data scientists receive more training on identifying statistical
trends in a variety of data types. Here, we describe our experimental design and procedure along with our participants’
backgrounds.
A. Data Validation Task
We asked participants to take on the role of a Financial
Data Analyst who had been asked to make data-specific
insights and observations as they explored two 10-visualization
sequences that we had created for two datasets in advance
of the experiment and held constant across all participants

(Figure 1 (Left), described later). We instructed them that the
data was not perfect and that their job was to explore the data
carefully and report integrity issues. Participants were explicitly instructed to make only data insights, not business insights.
For example, we did not want the participants to comment on
the organizational structure of the different departments in the
business (e.g., the CEO must be in Department 1), but we
did want them to comment on whether the structure led to a
pattern in the financial data (e.g., one department had a higher
average salary than others).
They were given an online interface in which to log insights
about errors or inconsistencies that they found in the data as
well as any patterns that they observed (Figure 1 (Right)). The
logging interface included checkboxes to generally categorize
insights (i.e., outliers, specific data points, patterns, trends,
shapes of data, violations of business common sense, or
other), space to write a specific insight (e.g., “Joe Smith spent
$550 in cash on restaurants”), checkboxes to indicate which
visualization(s) was (were) used to make the insight, a 3point scale to provide a confidence rating about the insight,
and boxes to indicate whether they developed a hypothesis
and searched for this information or whether it was found
unexpectedly. The categories of insights were generated based
on feedback from a pilot study.
Unlike prior studies on cognitive fit and extended cognitive
fit that asked participants to find or confirm specific pieces of
information in a visualization using benchmark questions [35],
this study had an open-ended design. Participants in our study
needed to formulate their own model of the data based on their
domain expertise to find patterns and detect outliers. While the
benchmark tests typically studied visualization comprehension
and application [36], our insight-based study asked participants
to analyze relationships and trends, which we believe is more
reflective of analysis tasks. The visualization sequences also
provided opportunities to synthesize data to form insights from
multiple visualizations, which represents a deeper understanding of the data [18].
B. Financial Datasets
In order to be fair to both participant groups, we chose
a domain that both data scientists and accountants should
be able to analyze: corporate financial data. There are many
types of financial datasets that we could have chosen for the
participants to explore. We chose to focus on the tasks of
auditing (1) a Human Resource Department’s salary data and
(2) a Finance Department’s expense reports.
1) Salaries: We generated three months of salary and bonus
data for a fictitious company, Williams and Pitt, LLC. Each of
the 200 employees at the company had a department, a start
date, an annual salary, monthly salary payments, and monthly
bonuses. Participants were given the company rule that those
employees paid under $40,000 per year were not to be given
bonuses. Nothing was said about whether all employees above
that salary would necessarily receive bonuses.
Inspired by Nigrini et al. [37], we injected inconsistencies
into the data. These inconsistencies required some domain

Fig. 1. (Left) The Tableau online interface with the 10-visualization sequence navigation at the top. (Right) The Insight logging interface was presented to
the right of the Tableau interface so that participants could see a visualization as they logged.

or common sense knowledge to find. The inconsistencies
included negative salaries and bonuses, salaries given before
employment start dates, bonuses for employees making under
$40k, no bonus for people with higher salaries, and bonuses
much higher or lower than other colleagues with the same
salary. In addition to these inconsistencies, there were other
patterns. Common patterns cited include one department having more employees than the others, one department having
a higher average salary than the other departments, one department having much lower than average salaries, and three
employees with much higher salaries than everyone else. In all,
there were 19 patterns and inconsistencies that we expected
participants to find. They could, of course, find more.
2) Expenses: We generated about 1,000 expense reports for
another fictitious company with 70 employees called Burg and
Burgh Associates. Each of the expenses was submitted by a
particular employee in a particular department. The expenses
were labeled with a category (air tickets, rental car, lunch,
dinner, etc.), a payment type (cash, credit), and a submission
date. Again, based on prior work by Nigrini et al. [37],
we injected inconsistencies into this data, including negative
expenses, high cost of a single item, high number of expenses
by a single person, and high percentage of charges by cash. We
also included other patterns. For example, two departments had
a majority of the expenses and the rest had very few. Eighteen
inconsistencies were injected into the expense dataset.
C. Visualization with Tableau
Because financial datasets (such as those used in this study)
tend to be large, it is typical for both data scientists and
accountants to generate graphs and charts to summarize the
data and make it easier to spot inconsistencies and patterns
in addition to looking at tabular views. We chose to visualize

the data using Tableau because of its elegant graphs, use by
recent graduates of both accounting and data science degrees
(i.e., the interface did not favor one group of participants over
the other), and the ability to host the visualizations online so
that we could collect data remotely. An example visualization
is shown within our data collection interface in Figure 1.
We generated 10 visualizations for each dataset, including
summary tables (tables); histograms and bubble charts (onedimensional (1D) visualizations); box plots, scatter plots, and
bar charts (two-dimensional (2D) visualizations); and line
graphs (time series). Each visualization told a story about one
aspect of the data, such as expenses by department or the correlation between salary and bonus. Some of the visualizations
included multiple side-by-side graphs of the same or similar
data (e.g., the count of people in a department and the sum of
the salaries in those departments). Visualizations were colorcoordinated so that the same categories on each plot used the
same colors. All plots were labeled appropriately and often
included mouse rollovers with additional information. Some
plots included interactivity that enabled participants to click
on categories to reduce the data used in the plot. A complete
list of the visualization types is in Table I.
It was hard to make the visualization sequences exactly
equivalent because the datasets had different qualities. The 10
visualizations were ordered such that the first visualizations
were a low-level view of the data (e.g., tabular views and 1D
plots), the next visualizations focused on dependent variables
(salaries or expenses) broken down by important category
features (department, year, number of people, etc.), and the last
visualizations focused on time or the order of events. Multiple
plots about the same feature, like departments, were presented
sequentially with their impact on different dependent variables

TABLE I
T HE VISUALIZATION TYPES FOR EACH OF OUR TWO DATASETS .

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Salary Data
(William & Pitt)
Table
Table
1D Histogram
1D Histogram
2D Bar Plot
2D Bar Plot
2D Scatterplot
2D Box Plot
2D Box Plot
Line Plot

Expense Data
(Burg & Burgh)
1D Bubble Plot
Table
2D Bar Plot
1D Histogram
Table
Table
2D Box Plot
1D Histogram
Line Plot
Line Plot

(e.g., a visualization of cash vs. credit expenses by department
occurred just before a visualization showing the categories of
expenses by department). The visualizations were numbered
and titled by the chart type and variable names, and they were
presented in such a way as to imply that the sequence was
important. However, the interface allowed participants to scroll
through the titles and click on any visualization in any order.
Figure 1 shows a scrollable grey bar of buttons above the bar
charts. Each button was independently clickable, but they were
presented in numeric order.
D. Experimental Procedure
To collect the workflows of both data scientists and accountants as they validated financial data, we designed an
open-ended, think-aloud study in which participants spoke
about their thought processes while they examined the data
visualizations for the datasets described above and made
insights about them.
After the study was approved by our Institutional Review
Board, emails were sent to recruit data science and accounting participants at several major universities. When students
replied to the email and confirmed that they had taken a
sufficient amount of relevant coursework, they were asked to
attend a Zoom session with a researcher for the study. After
consenting to be a part of the experiment, the participant began
the study using a website link provided by the experimenter,
and they shared their screen before the researcher started
recording both the audio and the screen of the Zoom session.
Participants completed a demographics survey asking about
their background as either a data scientist or an accountant
(if both, they were told to choose the area about which
they are more knowledgeable). Then, participants read the
instructions for the task and were given a practice task for
a small dataset that used Tableau Online, the insight interface,
and both simultaneously. They also practiced thinking aloud
(i.e., speaking what they were thinking). We chose to use a
think-aloud protocol so that we could hear what they were
thinking while reading the visualizations and making insights.
After completing the practice task, participants were randomly assigned to complete one of the datasets first. They
were given 30 minutes to explore, observe, and validate the
data using the ten visualizations provided. The researcher
encouraged the participants to think aloud if they were silent

for one minute. They also encouraged the participant to log
insights using the log form if they were speaking insights but
not recording them. At the end of 30 minutes, the website
automatically presented a survey for them to assess their own
task performance and whether the task was similar to any that
they had seen before. After completing the survey, they then
repeated the task for 30 minutes with the second dataset and
took another survey. At the end of the study (approximately
1.5 hours), participants provided their email addresses in order
to be compensated $30 in Amazon gift cards for their time.
E. Measures
We captured a variety of measures to evaluate differences
between data scientists and accountants for the financial data
analysis tasks. From the screen recordings, we captured:
• Visit Count: The count of the number of distinct times
that a participant spent on each visualization;
• Skipping Around Count: The count of distinct times
participants spent navigating between several visualizations but not analyzing any particular visualization (less
than 15 seconds Visit Time per visualization);
• Visualization Order: The sequence of visualizations
viewed.
We also used the insight logging interface to assess:
• Insight Type: General category of insight (outliers, specific data points, patterns, time trends, shape of data,
violations of business common sense, other);
• Visualization(s) Used: The visualization number(s) and
visualization type(s) used for the insight (table, 1D, 2D,
line plot);
• Visualization Count per Insight: The number of visualizations used for the insight (a proxy for insight depth);
• Insight Count: The number of insights generated.
Finally, we assessed the relationship between visualizations in
sequence. We computed the following measures for analysis:
• Visualization Number Transition: The percentage of
transitions from a given visualization number to each
other visualization (Skipping Around was not an option);
• Visualization Type Transition: The percentage of transitions from a given visualization type (table, 1D, 2D, line
plot) to all others, computed with and without Skipping
Around as a transition option.
We compared these dependent measures across expertise
(data scientist versus accountant) to understand the potential
impact of domain expertise on data exploration and insights.
F. Participants
Twenty-three participants with an accounting (AC) background and 20 participants with a data science (DS) background completed the 1.5-hour study. They were recruited
from Master’s degree programs at several prominent business
schools in the United States.
In a demographics questionnaire, we asked AC participants
about their experience with Excel and with auditing tools on a
scale of 1 to 5. They rated their Excel experience (µ = 3.6; SD

(a) AC Expense Transitions

(b) AC Salary Transitions

(c) DS Expense Transitions

(d) DS Salary Transitions

(e) AC w/o SA Transitions

(f) AC w/ SA Transitions

(g) DS w/o SA Transitions

(h) DS w/ SA Transitions

Fig. 2. Each figure represents the percentage (out of 100) of time that participants started at each row visualization and transitioned to each of the column
visualizations. Rows that do not sum to 100% are due to rounding errors. (Top) When modeling the transitions between visualization numbers in the sequence,
both AC and DS participants transitioned in numerical order either forwards or backwards by one visualization. (Bottom) When modeling the transitions
between visualization types, participants spent on average 20% of their time Skipping Around (SA). When we take those SA times into account, it is clearer
that AC participants chose to navigate back to tables after skipping around, and DS participants frequently chose to navigate back to 2D plots. Similarly, AC
participants skipped around after tables rather than transitioning to other plots like those with DS expertise did.

= .77) slightly higher than their experience with auditing tools
(µ = 3.20; SD = 1.36), but the difference was not statistically
significant (t(19) = 1.79, p = .09). We asked DS participants
about their experience with Python and other tools for data
science. They rated their Python experience as fairly high (µ
= 4.05; SD = .69) and their experience of other tools slightly
higher (µ = 4.25; SD = .64), but the difference was not not
statistically significant (t(19) = −1.29, p = .21). Other tools
that they identified included R, Matlab, Stata, SPSS, SAS,
Mathematica, Rapid Miner, PowerBI, and Excel.
We asked both groups about their knowledge of Tableau.
The DS group rated their experience creating Tableau visualizations as significantly higher (µ = 3.30; SD = .92) than the
AC group did (µ = 2.48; SD = 1.04), (t(41) = 2.72, p = .01).
The participants did not have to create visualizations using
Tableau in our study; they only viewed them. None of the participants expressed difficulty reading, using or comprehending
the Tableau visualizations. Therefore, we do not believe this
difference meaningfully affected our findings.
IV. R ESULTS
In order to assess the differences between the Data Scientists
(DS) and the Accountants (AC) on the data analysis tasks,
we performed t-tests and ReML mixed effects tests for our
dependent measures. For most of the results, we combined the
data from both tasks. When data from the tasks was analyzed
separately, we note it below.
A. Visualization Sequences
We first analyzed the order in which the visualizations were
viewed. We computed the percentage of time that our two

groups transitioned from one visualization number to another
(e.g., V1→V2) or from one visualization type to another (e.g.,
2D plot → table).
1) Visualization Number Transitions: The tables representing the percentage of transitions taken from each “current visualization” row to “next visualization” column are presented
in Figures 2 a-d. Rows that do not sum to 100% are due
to rounding errors. “Start” represents the starting state of the
session and “End” represents the decision to stop analyzing
the dataset or when 30 minutes had passed.
There was an apparent effect of visualization number on the
order in which participants visited each visualization, shown
as the bright diagonal line of high percentages. Nearly all
participants visited the visualizations sequentially at first (0%
of the DS group and less than 9% of the AC group chose to
visit them out of order). Altogether, these results indicate that
the participants visited the visualizations in sequence 59.3% of
the time. The second most popular transition was a backward
transition (e.g., from visualization Viz2 to Viz1 or from Viz5
to Viz4).
The transitions that happened after reaching Viz10 were
less straightforward. The accountants transitioned back to Viz9
48% of the time on the Expense data, but only 15% of the time
on the Salary data. Similarly, the data scientists transitioned
to Viz9 31% of the time on the Expense data and 21% of the
time on the Salary data. This indicates that there is some other
effect besides visualization number order that may be causing
them to make different decisions about where to transition
after finishing the sequence.

2) Visualization Type Transitions: We hypothesized that
some of the remaining variation in visit order may be due to
participants gravitating towards particular visualization types.
Additionally, the visualization number analysis did not account
for the times when the participants would stop analyzing
one visualization and skim through other visualizations at
particular periods of time. Due to the sparse data, we combined
visit data across the two datasets to focus our analyses on
visualization type. We included an extra state called “Skipping
Around” (SA) that represented a significant period of time
that participants were clicking on the visualizations but not
interpreting them. This state represented 20% of all transitions.
We present the results with and without SA for comparison (Figures 2e-h). The transition tables with SA provide
a clearer picture. AC participants skipped around after most
visualization types more frequently than DS participants did.
When they were done skipping around, AC participants most
frequently transitioned back to tables (38%), while DS participants transitioned back to 2D plots (39%). We performed
χ2 analyses to compare the frequencies of transitions between
each current visualization type and the next types, and we
evaluated statistical significance at the p < 0.05/6 level
(Bonferoni-corrected for performing 6 tests). We found no
statistically significant differences in the transition frequencies
overall, and p > 0.05 for all tests performed.
B. Insights Generated
In total, our 43 participants reported 845 insights that
included 41 unique insights about the data. All 41 insights
(including 4 that we had not previously identified) were correct
given the data visualizations. We analyzed the insight counts
to understand how they were impacted by our dependent
variables – expertise, visualization number, visualization type,
and insight type.
1) Insight Count by Visualization Number and Expertise:
We analyzed the effects of Visualization Number and Expertise on the number of insights made by performing an
ReML analysis of mixed effects, with Participant nested in
Expertise as a random effect. We found a significant effect
of Visualization Number (F(9,369) = 6.67, p < 0.001) on
the insight count. There was no significant effect of Expertise
alone (F(1,41)=1.98, p = 0.16), but there was an interaction
effect between Visualization Number and Expertise (F(9,369)
= 1.95, p = 0.05). Figure 3 shows the effect of Expertise
on the insight count by Visualization Number. A Tukey HSD
post-hoc (α = 0.05 for all Tukey tests) analysis showed that
AC participants made more insights on Viz1 (4.09) than they
did on Viz3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 and more than DS did
on Viz4, 6, and 8 (all under 3 insights). AC also made more
insights on Viz2 compared to Viz8. In contrast, DS made more
insights on Viz7 compared to AC’s insights on Viz4 and Viz8,
and they made more insights on Viz1 and Viz5 compared to
AC on Viz8. No other differences were detected. This indicates
that AC participants spent more time making insights on the
tables at the beginning of the visualization sequences and less

Fig. 3. The participants made insights throughout the visualization sequence.
(Error bars represent standard deviations.) AC participants made the most
insights on Visualization 1 (Table and 1D plot), while DS participants made
the most insights on Visualization 7 (2D plots).

time at the end, while the DS participants’ insights were more
spread out through the sequences.
2) Insight Count by Visualization Type, Insight Type, and
Expertise: Additionally, we investigated the impact of Expertise, Insight Type, and Visualization Type on Insight Count.
We performed an ReML analysis with Expertise, Visualization
Type (table, 1D, 2D, line plot), Insight Type (participants
indicated whether their insights were about outliers, specific
data points, patterns, data distributions, business common
sense, and other), and all of their interactions as fixed effects.
We modeled Participant nested in Expertise as a random effect.
If a single insight arose from multiple visualizations, it was
counted multiple times - once per Visualization Type.
There were statistically significant main effects of Visualization Type (F(3,1107) = 17.71, p < 0.001) and Insight
Type (F(3,1107) = 45.62, p < 0.001) on the Insight Count.
The main effect of Expertise was not significant (F(1,41)
= 3.57, p = 0.066). Additionally, there were statistically
significant interaction effects between Insight Type and Expertise (F(6,1107) = 4.68, p < 0.001), and Insight Type
and Visualization Type (F(18,1107) = 6.33, p < 0.001). The
interaction effect between Expertise and Visualization Type
was marginally significant (F(3,1107) = 2.49, p = 0.059).
There was no interaction effect across all three variables.
Visualization Type Main Effect. A post-hoc Tukey HSD test
on Visualization Type showed that participants generated more
insights about the tables (µ=1.43, SD = 0.10) and 2D plots
(1.23) compared to 1D plots (0.86) and line plots (0.66). No
significant differences were observed between tables and 2D
plots nor between 1D plots and line plots.
Insight Type Main Effect. A post-hoc Tukey HSD test on
Insight Type showed that participants generated significantly
more insights about outliers (µ=2.11, SD = 0.12) and data patterns (1.95) compared to data points (1.20), data distributions
(0.73), trends (0.66), business sense (0.42), and “other” topics

(0.22). There were also significantly more insights about data
points than the four remaining categories, and more insights
about data distributions than “other”.
Insight Type and Expertise Interaction Effect. A post-hoc
Tukey HSD test was performed. The DS group created more
insights about outliers (µ =2.43, s.d. 0.17) and patterns (2.44)
compared to all other combinations of expertise and insight
types except AC for patterns (1.79). AC created more insights
about patterns (1.79) and outliers (1.47) than AC and DS
for trends (0.73 and 0.60 respectively), AC and DS insights
about business sense (0.41 and 0.43 respectively), AC and DS
insights about other topics (0.32 and 0.11), and AC insights
about distributions (0.42). AC created more insights about data
points (1.26) compared with AC and DS insights on business
sense, AC and DS insights on other topics, and AC insights on
distributions. DS insights on data points (1.14) and DS insights
on distributions (1.05) were significantly different from DS
insights on other topics (0.41). Overall, both groups generated
more insights about patterns and outliers than other insight
types.
Insight Type and Visualization Type Interaction Effect. A
post-hoc Tukey HSD test was performed again. Participants
most frequently logged insights about outliers on 2D plots
(3.0 per person) and tables (2.92) as well as insights about
data patterns on 2D plots (2.58) and tables (2.49). These four
combinations occurred at a statistically significantly higher
rate compared to all other combinations of visualizations and
insight types except for insights logged about specific data
points on tables (2.28) and specific patterns on 1D plots
(2.1). Participants made fewer than 1.3 insights for each of
the other combinations of visualization type and insight type.
Additionally, participants logged insights about patterns on
line plots (1.29) significantly more than “other” on line plots
(0.09).
V. D ISCUSSION
We performed an experiment in which we asked both
data scientists (DS) and accountants (AC) to work on an
open-ended analysis task for two business datasets and log
their insights. Our results show that there is a meaningful
effect of Visualization Sequence and Visualization Type on
the order in which people analyze their data. In particular,
DS participants chose to view 2D plots more frequently after
skipping around while AC participants chose tables. Insight
Count was also significantly affected by both Visualization
Type and Insight Type as main effects, which follows from
the cognitive fit theory prediction that people use different
visualizations to make different insights. While Expertise did
not have a main effect on the viewing order nor on the
number of insights generated, it did interact with Insight Type.
Participants with different expertise made different types of
insights while viewing the same data. Overall, these results
suggest that sequences of visualizations should be tailored to
the expertise of the viewers and to the types of information
that viewers might seek (e.g., outlier detection versus pattern
summarization).

1) Visualization Sequence Transitions and Prediction: We
analyzed the viewing order using the transitions from one
visualization to another. We were surprised that the participants so frequently visited the visualizations in order on both
datasets. This indicates that the sequencing (i.e., the order
and numbering of the visualizations) likely primed all of the
participants in both conditions to transition in order. We would
also like to note that, while not statistically significant, the
differences in the frequencies of different transitions between
the two expertise groups are meaningful if we use the transitions as an AI model of visualization order. The AC model
would transition from Skipping Around to Tables, while the
DS model would transition from Skipping Around to 2D
plots. Similarly, the AC model would transition from Tables
to Skipping Around, and the DS model would transition from
Tables to another Table. An AI tool that predicted sequences
to show would present different visualizations to these two
groups.
It was not possible to differentiate the effects of the visualization types from the effects of the visualization order due
to our design decisions about the visualization sequences. In
particular, while we did aim to be as consistent as possible,
we were not able to ensure that the visualization type for each
visualization number was the same across the two datasets
because the datasets warranted different visualizations. We
also chose not to randomize the order of the sequences because
the order would affect the users’ understanding of the datasets.
Future work is needed to tease apart the roles of visualization
sequence position and visualization type to determine their
effects on the order in which people visit the visualizations.
2) Expertise and Visualization Type: We were able to analyze the transitions between different visualization types. The
transitions indicate that AC and DS expertise may predispose
the participants to choose visualization types with which they
are more comfortable. Accountants are trained to look at data
in tabular form (e.g., Microsoft Excel), while Data Scientists
are frequently trained to view tables and also create 2D
plots to find correlations. Considering these differences in
education, the accountants’ preferences for viewing tables in
our study and their use of tables to create significantly more
of their insights makes sense. Data scientists used tables and
2D plots more evenly. Another qualitative difference that we
found between the expert groups is that the accountants were
skimming the visualizations for more business information that
could help them understand the tables while data scientists
were more willing to read the plots at face value. In order
to make fair assessments of our data, accountants asked
much more frequently for additional information about the
businesses (which we did not provide). More work is needed
to understand how professionals with other areas of expertise
compare to accountants and data scientists.
Additionally, we found that ’skipping around’ states were
decision points where more differences between our expertise
groups occurred. More work is needed to understand users’
goals when skipping around, whether the skipping around is
a result of having a limited number of visualizations, and

whether the process of skipping helps users make insights in
some way. Additionally, more work is needed to understand
whether and how automated visualization sequence generators
could use the skipping around state as an indication of how
to tailor sequences or present new visualizations.
3) Expertise and Insight Count: The differences observed
in insight type and visualization type did not affect the overall
insight counts across expertise groups, nor did they affect
any other measure of effectiveness at the task. Accountants
and data scientists may approach the problem of quantitative
analysis differently and use different information to make
insights, but it does not mean that either groups’ insights
are of lower quality. This is an important consideration for
issues like team diversity, as people with different expertise
may be able to assess the quality of data differently and more
completely than if only one type of expertise is employed.
Future work should test other types of expertise (e.g., scientific
backgrounds) and other types of open-ended tasks as well.
4) Cognitive Fit Theory: Extended cognitive fit theory
argues that both domain expertise and analysis type (symbolic
versus spatial) affect which visualizations people find most
effective for analyses. To the best of our knowledge, nearly
all prior work on extended cognitive fit focused on prescriptive
tasks to find specific information in specific plots. The openendedness of our experiment is unique and was paramount
to our ability to study the choices that our participants made
about which visualizations they made insights about.
Our findings support the cognitive fit theory that people use
different kinds of plots to make different kinds of insights.
Interestingly, our results showed that outliers and patterns
were discovered at a much higher rate than the other types of
insights across all participants. This could be a result of the
skew of our inconsistencies towards these findings, because
they stood out the most in our visualizations (especially
the 2D plots and tables), or because people tend to find
those inconsistencies easiest or fastest. Because we tailored
our visualizations to explain the data rather than randomly
generating plots that may or may not be insightful, more work
could be done to understand the relationship between insight
types and visualization types and whether cognitive fit theory
is upheld in these open-ended explorations.
We also found that expertise had a statistically significant
interaction effect with insight type, which indicates that the
two groups generated different insight types at different rates.
While we did not find a main effect of expertise, the interaction
effects do indicate the importance of expertise in visualization
and data analysis tasks. More work at the intersection of
extended cognitive fit theory and visualization is needed to
understand how expertise impacts the use of different visualizations to make insights.
VI. C ONCLUSION
Data analysis is a challenging process in which analysts
must determine what data to visualize and then make meaningful insights about their visualizations. In this work, we
presented an open-ended study in which we asked two groups

of participants - accountants and data scientists - to make
insights about two different datasets presented as visualization
sequences. We analyzed the order in which they viewed the
visualizations as well as the insights that they generated.
Our results showed that most participants viewed the visualization sequence in order first, indicating a strong main effect
of visualization number. However, there were times when
they did not view the sequence in order. At these decision
points, participants often skipped around before settling back
on a particular visualization to analyze. Accountants more
frequently chose tables, and data scientists chose 2D plots,
likely based on domain familiarity. Additionally, we analyzed
the impact of insight type, visualization type, and expertise
on the number of insights made. Expertise had an interaction
effect with insight type, indicating that the different groups
generated different types of insights. However, there were
no overall differences in the number of insights generated
between the two groups.
Based on these results, we conclude that data scientists and
accountants could be used together on teams to generate different but equally important insights about the same datasets.
As we move to automate more of the process of visualization
to help streamline analysts’ work, our study findings indicate
that expertise may be another feature besides informativeness
and personal preferences with which to assess the selection
visualizations and visualization sequences.
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